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1.

NAME OF THE ORGANIZATION
SALUKA SISHU SIKSHA NIKETAN
Is a non-profit organization working in the following thematic Area. Its
programs have a clear purpose of empowerment for youth, Education for All,
child welfare. We work without any discrimination of caste, religion, creed
and Gender etc.

2.

ADDRESS
Registered Office

At-Vill : Patelnagar, P.O.: Md Bazar, (t.s),city
- Suri, Dist.- Birbhum731132, West Bengal

Mobile No.

+91 9233696111 / 03463-234253

E-mail

sishumodelschool@gmail.com

Website

www.salukasishusikshaniketan.org

3.

REGISTRATION DETAILS

i.

The society is registered under the “Societies Registration Act, XXI of
1861”.
Regd. No.
S/IL72957

ii.

iii.

iii.

5.

6.

Regd. Date

12/08/2010

PAN NO.

AAGAS6200D

Unique Id of Ngo Darpan

WB/2014/0085282

12AA
Registration No.

ITBA/EXM/S/12AA/2018-19/1014675919(1)

Reg. Date

12/08/2010

80G
Registration No.

ITBA/EXM/S/80G/2018-19/1015304879(1)

Reg. Date

12/08/2010

BANK DETAILS
Name of the Bank

HDFC BANK Ltd.

Branch

SAINTHIA, BIRBHUM, WB

A/C No.

50100050350664

IFSC Code

HDFC0003025

MICR Code

731240202

PRESENT MANAGEMENT BOARD OF THE SOCIETY
The management body of the organization is a Board of 7 members,
consisting of Managing Trustee, President and Secretary. Board conducts the
monthly meeting regularly to verify the implementation, discuss the issues
and take initiatives towards organizational growth. Our team works properly
on social issues, so that our organization is successful in its mission.
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Name and address of the members
follows: S.No.
1.

Name and Address

of Managing Board are as
Designation Occupation

MADHUSHREE SARKAR
PRESIDENT

TEACHER

At -Vill & P.o.-Patelnagar, Dist.Birbhum, West Bengal
2.

JOY GOPAL SARKAR

VICE
PRESIDENT

PATHOLOGIST

SECRETARY

BUSINESS

At - Vill & P.0.-Pattelnagar,
Dist.-Birbhum, West Bengal
3.

PARTHA SARATHI SARKAR
At. - Vill & P.0.-Pattelnagar,
Dist.-Birbhum, West Bengal
Mob. - + 91 9233696111

4.

EX- GOVT.

NARENDRANATH SARKAR
TREASUREER

OFFICER

Asst. Secretary

HOUSE WIFE

Member

EX- Govt.

Vill & P.0.-Pattelnagar, Dist.Birbhum, West Bengal
5.

MOUSUMI SARKAR
Vill & P.0.-Pattelnagar, Dist.Birbhum, West Bengal

6.

KUMARISH CHOWDHURY

Officer
7.

FULEN CHOWDHURY

Member

HOUSE WIFE
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About the Organization
SALUKA SISHU SIKSHA NIKETANis a Non-Government Registrar of Societies
located in Suri, West Bengal. Register no- S/IL72957, Registered with “Societies
registration act XXI of 1861” at Registrar of societies. We believe in bridging the
gap between knowledge and habitual ignorance. Our prime focus is to provide
every child with an inclusive, high quality, enjoyable learning experience where
success is celebrated and children feel valued. SALUKA SISHU SIKSHA
NIKETANworks primarily in the domain of Education development & Vocational
training like Nursing, sewing, Beautician Course to develop self- dependence in
women.
It aims to bring the weaker sections of society under mainstream section by raising
their socio-economic standards, empowering women, creating equal
opportunities, uplifting standard of Education, spreading brotherhood, preventing
them against intoxicants and rehabilitation.

 OUR STEPS TOWARDS A BETTER SOCIETY
SALUKA SISHU SIKSHA NIKETANmajorly targets to how to improve quality of
education in our society, how to develop its level from current situation, that’s
why most important thing is in development our country or our society, is educate
to everyone , then they will know their rights, what can they do with the help of
government, and problem is there in our society, lack of public awareness, a lot of
people today don’t want to educate their child or careless about importance of
education, they also don’t want to understand, but we have to do it for our
community, our country so that development will be in true sense.
We work with plan, so nothing remain half completed, without any govt. and nongovt. help, all ours team contribution, our aim is help to poor students at a big
level so that pillars of our upcoming future will be strong, and in upcoming time
no one will remain illiterate in our area.
Education is the social institution through which society provides its members
with important knowledge, including basic facts, job skills, and cultural norms
values. One of the most important benefits of education is that it improves
personal lives and helps the society to run smoothly.
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MISSION OF THE ORGANIZATION
Improve the quality of education and ensure that all children not only
attend but also thrive in school is being accomplished by working in
collaboration with the government, local communities, parents, teachers,
volunteers, and civil society members.

VISION OF THE ORGANIZATION
Our vision is to empower communities to collectively assert their rights to
lead a life of dignity and wellbeing.

AIMS& OBJECTIVES OF THE ORGANIZATION
 To help the needy students of all communities for
the prosecution of studies.
 To acquire, establish start, aid, run, maintain or
manage educational institute libraries for the benefit
of the public.
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WHAT WE DO
1. SPORTS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
SALUKA SISHU SIKSHA
NIKETAN organizes Annual
game & Sports Day every
year. Every student
participates in this program.
At the end of the program,
we awarded students for
their best performance.
Sports are an essential part of our life. It teaches us how to stay strong
and healthy, and tests our physical abilities. The physiological and
physical advantages obtained within sports activities result in enriched
physical stamina and improved reflexes.
When students are physically fit, they will achieve more academically.
Sport develops a sense of friendliness among the children and develops
their team spirit. It helps children to develop mental and physical
toughness. This is because sports improve their blood circulation and
their physical well-being.
Clearly, sports can help you reach your fitness goals and maintain a
healthy weight. However, they also encourage healthy decision-making
such as not smoking and not drinking. Sports also have hidden health
benefits such as lowering the chance of osteoporosis or breast
cancer later in life.
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2. INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION
The aim of celebrating Independence Day in schools is to mold the mind
of children towards his nation. By celebrating Independence Day in
schools the school wants to create an all religion, caste, faith group
friendly place for all.
After the hoisting of flag and the march-past students are gathered
together for a small speech given by the head of the School/ Institution.
Students take part in several activities. They perform acts related to the
British rule and stories related to our Indian history.
Teachers provide students with sweets and gifts at the end of the
program. Students enjoy the whole day of celebration with their
parents and friends at school.

“Independence Day is something special. Isn't it? We all get together
with no discrimination of religion, caste, color or gender. But
remember, the equality is to be maintained all time. We all are ONE.”
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3. CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
SALUKA SISHU SIKSHA NIKETANorganizes various cultural programs like
Rabindra Jayanti, 15 august, Saraswati puja, etc. every year. Also, we
organize an annual program where children dance, singing songs,
poems, etc.
Increase self-confidence, When students get successful
in cultural activities, it gives a boost to their self-esteem. This selfesteem helps them to face the outer world more confidently.
Furthermore, they face their academic challenges in a much better way.
The Culture in the Schools program is designed to produce citizens who
are actively involved in cultural life by increasing the number
of cultural experiences offered to students. The program achieves this
through collaboration with cultural resources listed in the
Repertoire culture-education.
Getting involved in activities outside of school can help international
students meet new people with whom they share interests. You will
improve your social skills as a result. Extracurricular activities also help
students expand their networks, which is beneficial for finding career
opportunities after graduation.
It is important for adolescents to participate in extracurricular
activities. Student who participate in these activities improve their
academic scores and social life. Extracurricular activities can also help
reduce many peer pressure related problems.
The advantages of extracurricular activities






They provide a productive break from study.
They can help your child build their skills outside of the classroom.
They can open your child's mind to new interests (and views)
They look good on a résumé
They provide social opportunities.
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4. TREE PLANTATION PROGRAM
We are also serious about environment protection, because without
nature we can’t imagine our livelihood, this earth. Plantations of
trees are important as they improve the life and fulfill essential needs of
mankind. During photosynthesis, the trees breakdown food materials
and consume carbon dioxide. Resultantly with the help of sunlight,
the trees produce carbohydrates.
Tree plantation is significant in the current age of climate change and
global warming. Trees take in the carbon dioxide as well as many toxics
and give out clean oxygen for all living things to breathe. Trees prevent
the soil from getting eroded and danged during rains. They hold the soil
together with its roots.
Plantation plays an important role in maintaining the balance in nature.
It has a great impact on the environment by reducing incidences of
global warming. Deforestation (cutting down of trees) creates havoc in
nature and ends up increasing the levels of greenhouse gases on earth.
Trees are vital. As the biggest plants on the planet, they give us oxygen,
store carbon, stabilize the soil and give life to the world's wildlife. They
also provide us with the materials for tools and shelter.
We aware children about preservation of our environment protect our
Mother Nature, we arrange program like plantation in surrounding
space, save trees, save water rally of children, they prepare sign board
with positive and motivated for nature slogan, quotes and try to aware
public to stop pollution use less vehicle and use bicycle instead of
pollution generator vans.
Our children are also obeying our advices about being eco friendly, they
also aware their families about it, and plant trees where they live, and
doing their future safe and secure.
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5. PICNIC PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
Picnics add spice to our life. Picnics give students a temporary relief
from their studies. After enjoying a picnic, they feel fresh and take up
their studies with renewed vigor. Every school and college
arranges picnics for its students.
Time outside benefits our physical health. Breathing in fresh air is
beneficial for children with respiratory problems like asthma.
A picnic on a sunny day also aids in vitamin D and calcium absorption,
which helps to build strong bones and teeth and helps prevent diseases
like osteoporosis and rickets.
The School Picnic is a short but lovely experience that engages the
teachers and students into a world of fun that can never happen in
classrooms. In short, it is an occasion that we all look forward to.
A picnic is a meal taken outdoors (al fresco) as part of an excursion –
ideally in scenic surroundings, such as a park, lakeside, or other place
affording an interesting view, or else in conjunction with a public event
such as preceding an open-air theater performance, and usually in
summer.
We bring our students on educational trip, they feel free there and it’s a
opportunity to explore their skills, talent and hidden art, so we do these
type of extracurricular activities time to time.
In addition to promoting healthy eating habits, a picnic is also a great
opportunity to promote staying active. Games like tug-of-war, flag
football, and kickball are great fun.
Playing games before your meal can make your children feel a sense of
achievement.
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6. FESTIVAL CELEBRATIONS


Sarswati pooja Celebration



Ravindra Nath Tagore Jayanti
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Rakshabandhan Celebration



KRISHNA JANMASHTMI
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OUR OTHER ACTIVITIES
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NEWS GALLERY
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TARGET POPULATION
“SALUKA SISHU SIKSHA NIKETAN”works for upliftment of quality of education
in our society and preservation of environment by planting trees, education for
everyone, feed poor children, give them educational need support and on the
way of creating a better society.
“SALUKA SISHU SIKSHA NIKETAN”invites a selected group of academicians
and researchers,village head, opinion leader, socio-economists, journalists and
entrepreneurs, medical and management professionals, women leaderetc. to
engage them by actively participating in program through discussions,
interactions and deliberations.

TECHNICAL CAPACITY OF THE ORGANIZATION
The society’s aim is to achieve
the greatest possible program
impact on targetspopulation
through

the

best

organizational practice. Our
society is truly accountable; it
has

strong

governance

internal
with

better

technical capacity. We have clear
focus on program strategy to achieve significant achievement with better
organization’s system. Our staff is well managed, highly motivated and working
well as a team with their role and responsibility. We explain our Technical
Capacity in following terms-
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 ACCOUNTABILITY-We have strong system governance. Our resources
are being put to the best possible use.

 FOCUS ON STRATEGY PLAN-We have clear focus on strategy plan to
achieve significant impact of program.

 TRUST- Trust is a establish system to guarantee that financial
resources/funds are managed by expert. We are responsible to retain
the faith of beneficiaries, staff, funding agencies, donors and the general
public.
 HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT- Our staff is well managed, highly
motivated and working well as a team and working to support the
community.
 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT-We use a number of different strategies,
including advocacy, capacity building and information, networking with
other NGOs. The society manages the program management of these
different elements of support to beneficiaries well and successful.

 OFFICE MANAGEMENT- We ensure that we have a solid office
management with good relationship internal staff. Every staff member
known about role and duty, we hold regular meetings to discuss
administration

issues,

including

fund

raising

and

staffing.

 REPUTATION & GOOD NETWORKING WITH OTHER NGO(S)- Our good
reputation is also linked to Other NGOs for long term security, so it is
much easier for our organization to generate fund form other donor and
other funding agencies for its social welfare work.
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Our Core Values
Our commitment towards a better society drives us. SALUKA SISHU
SIKSHA NIKETANcore values inform all of our work. They shape what we
do and how we do it. They bind us to a collective vision and purpose.

Respect
SALUKA SISHU SIKSHA NIKETANstaffers act in a manner that reflects a

true belief in and appreciation for the dignity and potential of all human
beings. Gaining people’s confidence and creating a country of trust and
openness is essential to our work.

Integrity
Maintaining social, ethical, and organizational norms; firmly adhering to
codes of conduct, Ethical principles are inherent to SALUKA SISHU
SIKSHA NIKETAN.

Commitment
Using appropriate interpersonal styles and techniques to gain
acceptance of ideas or plans; modifying one's own behavior to
accommodate tasks, situations, and individuals involved.

Excellence
Setting high standards of performance for self and others; assuming
responsibility and accountability for successfully completing assignments
or tasks; self-imposing standards of excellence; ensuring interactions
and transactions are ethical and convey integrity. SALUKA SISHU SIKSHA
NIKETAN also embraces DIVERSITY through promoting, valuing,
respecting and fully benefiting each individual’s unique qualities,
background, culture, age, gender, disability, values, lifestyle,
perspectives or interests; creating and maintaining a work environment
that promotes and celebrates diversity.
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DERIVED PRINCIPLES

 Independence: A non-governmental organization will disclose all legal,

organizational and financial ties with corporate, governments, or other
organizations that may materially affect the intentions, activities and
impact of the NGO.

 Representation: In dealing with government, corporate,international

organizations, a non-governmental organization is always clear and
honest about representing the members, donors, beneficiaries, or other
stakeholders whose interests it is asked to represent.

 Transparency: A non-governmental organization has increased
pressure on the NGOto demonstrate the same level of transparency and
accountability as other sectors. And people see their values – including
sustainability – as a measure of their development. “Like all other
organizations, NGOs need to be open about their goals.
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 Educational Development Activities
 Girls Education
 Women Empowerment
 Domestic Violence
 Work for Human rights
 Molestation
 Spreading Awareness againstVarious Intoxicants
 Rehabilitation
 Child Abuse
 Child Labor
 Sports development
 Environment protection
 Feed to needy
 Animal medical relief
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
We never accepted donation s from government s or corporate. Our work
would not have been possible with the
support and guidance of Members,
executive members,our donors, and wellwishers as well as our volunteers. We are
thankful to the NGO CARE(our advisor),
members, executive committee members,
for helped us during initial days of struggle
andconstant support to the“SALUKA SISHU
SIKSHA NIKETAN”.

FOR- “SALUKA SISHU SIKSHA NIKETAN”

SECREATRY
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